Humans naturally express their visions and interests through various forms of artistic expression because art is inherently capable of expressing not only the "what and how" but also the "why" of ideas. Offering activities that integrate science and art can stimulate not only personal engagement, but also innovation and collaboration, in multiple technical disciplines.
Through SciArt Exchange's Humans in Space Art Program, participants can share their visions of the future of space using visual, literary, musical and video art. The nonprofit then uses the received artwork in multi-media displays and live performances online, locally worldwide, and in space to further inspire listeners and viewers. The Program has three projects, targeting different types of participants: the Youth Competition (ages 10-18), the Challenge (college and early career) and Celebrity Artist-Fed Engagement (CAFÉ: professional artists). To date, the Program has received 1000s of artworks from around the world and displayed them at over 100 multi-media events, including on the International Space Station and bounced off the Moon. 100,000s have viewed the artwork, considering topics as vast as: the human overall need to explore space, why we are interested, where we will go and when, the tools we will use to get there, and what we will do when we arrive. The artwork provides a permanent set of engaging educational and outreach tools that inspire all ages to care about space, science and technology and to contribute to the future. The Humans in Space Art Program is intentionally a large, global program, but it offers a very flexible model for public engagement that has been applied to multiple science and technology disciplines and used in varied settings, such as classrooms, local art and entertainment events, and scientific conferences. and universities and other interested organizations can leverage this competition to encourage students to participate, either through the classroom or via independent study, and push the boundaries of their technical and creative processes. It is truly their turn to #ImagineMars and inspire the world about space.
